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Words of the Wise 

Poetry submissions from the many talents of the world! 

Walking Corpse 

By Christin Elizabeth 

 

I’m a walking corpse  

It’s not normal what I do to my body 

 I should’ve died before 

But something just won’t let me. 

 

She said these things to me 

She said them, like I wasn’t suppose to believe 

Like I ain’t been there before 

No one to blame 

So pick yourself off the floor 

 

I can’t stand myself when I see my reflection 

And I know what I do is wrong 

I keep these feelings close for a connection 

To feel real and obsess all day long 

 

She said these things to me 

She said them, like I wasn’t suppose to believe 

Like I ain’t been there before 

No one to blame 

So pick yourself off the floor 

 

Her eyes are black, there is nothing looking back 

I’ve seen her do this before 

Fallen through the cracks 

Nothing matters anymore 

Yeah this time she is gone for sure 

 

I am a walking corpse 

It’s amazing I am still alive 

Yeah something has to change 

And that something’s inside 

 

She said these things to me 

Like she couldn’t even believe 

That I had been there before 

Yeah no one to blame 

Pick yourself up off the floor 

Things remain the same, 

Because people are afraid to change. 
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Resolution 

By Madison Clark 

 

I'm tired of being a "too" kind of girl 

Because sometimes I'm too dark-skinned 

Others, I'm too fair 

On Mondays, I'm too jolly 

And on Fridays, I'm too broke 

My breasts are too small 

My stomach too wide 

My face too common 

She said I was just too plain 

And for him, I was too expressive 

My laughs too loud 

My speech too proper 

My goals too big 

Apparently, there's just too much of me 

And that's just too annoying 

Too excited 

Too ambitious 

Too foolish 

When eventually, I realized 

I'm just too tired of exerting my energy and love 

To those who won't even pretend to care 

I'm too eager to go hungry 

To keep someone else's lights on 

And I'm too ready to sleep on eggshells 

In shivering December rain 

While someone else has gas to get 

To each and every pussy and pimp 

Between my bank account and 

wherever his hard dick points 

So perhaps I am a "too" girl 

I've shed too many tears 

And felt too many stabs 

To the leftover pieces of my shattered heart 

And from those, I've earned too many memories 

And too many lessons learned 

Because I am too confident 

And I am too optimistic 

And I am too extra in the ordinary 

And that's just too fucking bad 
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Songs I Still Play 

By Cynical Dreamer 

 

I had a collection of songs 

That I play over and over 

Of songs that make me cry 

Of memories still deep 

  

Scars along my heart 

Of times I was in pain 

Brought upon by people 

That I trusted so much 

  

Listening to lyrics that I hear 

Even when the music isn't there 

Playing in my head when I see 

Those people who hurt me 

  

Anger, melancholy, longing, hate 

  

All echo in me like chords 

Played on a tear-stained guitar 

Fingers bleeding from the strings 

  

The echo of the rift playing 

In my head as I hold myself 

Feeling those soulful words 

As I shed more tears in the dark 

  

I still play those songs 

Like a twisted torturing of my soul 

Knowing that it will just make me cry 

But it helps me move on 

  

I can't explain why I kill myself like this 

Dwelling in miseries so deep 

Living in scars and scabs of blood 

Shed from these wounds upon my heart 

  

I don't even know myself 

I just know if I bleed a little 

That the hurt isn't so bad 

That I can deal with it all 
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Even if the songs make me hate them so much 
I still listen to them just to live 

Just to let go of all the hatred of it all 
To let go of what I hold inside 

 
  

I'm a masochist and sadist at the same time 
Suffering and hurting myself 

But getting pleasure from neither 
A victim to my own cruel games 

That I play with my own head 
 
  

I have a collection of songs 
That I play to help me cry 

I have sad songs filled with memories 
That remind me of who I am 
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"Passion" by ka0s k0mplex 

 

So- 

I got a million emotions, 

Roller coastin'. 

Wish I could chill em out like when I was smoking. 

I was blowing O's like visuals of holes in my soul. 

They said I was yellow, but shit- I feel darker than coal. 

I was an extreme case. 

Paper chasing and screaming fuck the government. 

A hypocritical lifestyle full of no common sense. 

And then I found my element- 

Like a fucking air bender. 

I'm an Avatar, looking down at a world of pretenders. 

Ain't saying I ain't fake myself. 

Had to make something from nothing, 

Any persona mask helps. 

I was butting heads with my parents like a pissed off elk, 

Loving bitches that only loved themselves. 

I held happiness- 

She was either the form of a breast or a rolled blunt. 

But then it would disappear and I'd be left feeling a cold front. 

No warmth, 

Just a loneliness most would know- 

If we weren't so busy typing L-M-A-O to strangers, 

Who wanna rape us and leave us mangled. 

Life is so hard, and it'll leave you strangled. 

If you don't step away from the stress and count your blessings. 

I ain't no old wise man, but this is a fucking lesson. 

Let the words flow over you like a christening. 

I should have been listening- 

When I was just too deaf due to the bullshit. 

You loved me and you left, 

And I deserve it. 

You'll come back though- 

But true happiness don't wear make up- 

And is as bright as the sun. 

She's in the smile of my girl- 

And my homies across the world- 

Got people in Australia that caught me when I was hurled... down 

under. 

Their care got me out of blunders, 

Even if we're thousands of miles away, you're closer than my neigh-

bors... 

I appreciate my lovers and fuck my haters. 

And I swear to God, I deserve the best for trying- 

I did my share of hurting and lying- 

But I've outweighed that in helping and repented with my crying. 

But God don't give out handouts just for yearning, 

You gotta earn em'. 

So chase your dreams like you want it 

Start flirting with worthy fantasies till they're reality. 

Courage is nothing you should be lacking. 

I'm just saying do it with passion if you want worth in your actions. 
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Kiss and Tell 

Recent Musical Rendezvous with Records! 

mind.in.a.box  

As far as music goes, I've gotten more mileage out of Mind.in.a.box's 

noire tetralogy (Lost Alone, Dreamweb, Crossroads, Revelations) than 

I have out of any other group of related albums. In so many words, 

each one is worth listening to, and each listen necessitates listening 

to the other albums. These guys have so much talent, and their music 

inspires creativity. — Kevin Lee Garner 

Paper Lights  - Paper Lights (LP) 

If you’re a fan in any capacity of New Wave, Shoegaze or even of what’s 

on rock radio nowadays, you will love this band. This album blends a 

strange but completely pleasurable mix of calming shoegaze riffs with a 

modern, radio-friendly quality that leaves me surprised they aren’t on 

national radio stations. Send a tape to Rodney Bingenheimer, boys. 

Your day is soon to come! — Meggy-Kate Gutermuth 

Joy Valencia  — Joy Valencia (EP) 

On first glance, one can assume this singer-songwriter is in closer company to 

the spectrum of 90s contemporary pop than she is rock n roll. Especially if you 

only judge her track “Don’t Wake the Lion”, a video that reminds you so much 

of a Kesha hit that you forget it showcases a truly talented individual named Joy 

Valencia. Her music transcends “pop” and embodies an honesty that only true 

fans will understand. My favourite bounces between “If You Love Me” and 

“Wallet”, but all four tracks are wonderful. This is a girl with true soul, who is 

very clever with her sultry voice; playful, cheerful and timeless. — Meggy-Kate 

Gutermuth 

Green River Ordinance  — Under Fire (LP) 

I didn’t even have to find it out – I knew on first listen this was a band from 

Texas! If you’ve ever spent even a week of your life there, you come to know the 

true sound of Texas very well, and these boys represent with a love and generos-

ity that is lost to many rock n rollers today. I plan to work in nonprofit one day 

myself, and so I have a deep respect for all the hard work these guys put in to-

wards charity work. “New Day” captures this side of the band very well, blend-

ing soul, devotion and the compassionate optimism all human beings should 

strive towards. — Meggy-Kate Gutermuth 

Beekeeper  —  Shout At People (EP) 

Thoroughly entertaining all the way through, beginning to end. “Bees”, the opening track, 

catches you off-guard—and in a search to understand your mind wrestles with memories of 

They Might Be Giants or Barenaked Ladies or just that classic “non-taking-yourself-so-

seriously” 90s sound. If the first track throws you off, the rest of the album is perfectly wel-

coming. This EP is completely listenable with catchy riffs, pretty hooks and though it all may 

seem familiar, remember, you’re on a musical journey and you can’t be too sure of the desti-

nation. Then again, the journey is infinitely more satisfying. — Meggy-Kate Gutermuth 

E-MUTE — Too Proud To Say Loud (EP) 

Strong, polished and stands tall on its own. On the site they’re proud to compare them-

selves to the likes of Foo Fighters, Franz Ferdinand, etc., but I don’t see it. The closest rela-

tion to bands such as those are MAYBE in  the clean, crisp, high quality mixing; clearly, 

they took their time. I hope this band quits comparing themselves to  anyone else and just 

embraces their individuality, because they are truly doing something original and great. — 

Meggy-Kate Gutermuth  

O Conqueror  — King Me (LP) 

Opening track , “Greatest Day” sounds like most “indie” songs on the 

radio, ordinary riffs, pop mixed with rock elements. The album picks up  

in quality with a lower tempo track, “Lessons”, which should’ve been the 

opener. It is dirty, sexy rock n roll. The slide down tempo continues for 

the rest of the album, but the quality is improved. It would be a good 

album to have when you need to chill, and would sound beautiful live I 

imagine. Same as E-MUTE, they need to stop comparing themselves to 

other bands, it manipulates people’s expectations and distorts their 

ability to appreciate them for who they are. — Meggy-Kate Gutermuth 

Glenn French — Snowblind (LP) 

One of the many types of music I was raised with, reminiscent of 

the little known bands in the late 1960s/early 1970s that bared 

appreciation for the little things in life. He expresses his music 

with wisdom and relates to human beings on deeply personal 

levels that many young musicians of today are afraid to venture, 

for fear of being “uncool”. Listen up boys and girls, this is what an 

accomplished musician sounds like. He’s not jaded about com-

merciality or fitting in. There are many Celtic influences on this 

record too. A simply beautiful record. — Meggy-Kate Gutermuth 

Broken Romeo  — not sure what the fuck this album is 

Honestly. I don’t. Just go to their website (linked in above) and 

play. Maybe they don’t want to be judged as a record, or for website 

frivolities, which is completely admirable and avante garde in its 

own way. This is the dirty sexy rock you want to go to a club and 

rock out to amongst all of the disgustingly sweaty people around  

you. To sound so great on record, it would be all kinds of greatness 

live—it better be. Go check ‘em out and report back to us! — Meg-

gy-Kate Gutermuth 

Man Ray Sky — Vessels (EP) 

A truly seductive record from beginning to end. It’s one 

that has been staying on my playlist recently, I enjoy it 

so much. They don’t give a fuck, and it is a record for 

letting go and shedding anything wrong in your life. My 

only complaint is it’s so fucking short. Alas, stay tuned. 

Boys and girls, this is a band goin’ places.— Meggy-Kate 

Ghost Towns  — Collector’s Edition EP 

This isn’t subversive snooty rock n roll, this is pure 

feelgood to play and dance to on sunny days. At least for 

me it doesn’t sound like something that’s overplayed. 

Plenty of originality in this band, you know they mean it 

and they aren’t afraid of catchy hooks. Get up and dance 

boys and girls, let your inhibitions go!  — Meggy-Kate 

http://www.mindinabox.com
https://www.facebook.com/pages/Mindinabox/112494478762398?group_id=0
http://www.emusic.com/listen/#/album/paper-lights/paper-lights/12972626/
http://www.joyvalenciamusic.com
http://greenriverordinance.bandcamp.com/album/under-fire
http://buy.bkpr.ca/album/shout-at-people
http://www.emute-music.com/release/too-proud-to-say-loud
http://www.sonicbids.com/2/EPK/?epk_id=373844#!audio
http://www.reverbnation.com/glennfr#!/glennfr/songs
http://www.brokenromeo.com/fr_intro.cfm
http://manraysky.bandcamp.com/album/vessels
http://ghosttownsmusic.bandcamp.com/album/deluxe-digital-collectors-edition-ep


Beecher’s Fault  — Misbehavior (EP) 

A mix of various genres, from ambient electronica to shoegaze and a 

little punk attitude thrown in for good measure. Hit and miss with 

me overall. Not to sell this band short at all— I was pleasantly intro-

duced to “Misbehavior” and I fell in love with “Wall Street”. Definite-

ly palatable for the masses, and deserves to meet your beautiful ears. 

— Meggy-Kate  

Gatherer  — Postcards (EP) 

When I first started the zine as a teenager, screamo bands were a dime a 

dozen. Gatherer may attribute themselves to the “hardcore” genre, but this 

is much cleaner than any hardcore band (and straight edge does not 

count). Genres aside, this is a decent EP for your money, especially since 

you can pay what you want. At least the arrangements are purposeful and 

melodic. They obviously took their time putting this together, because it 

isn’t sloppy by any means, which as a listener I appreciate. — Meggy-Kate 

Kent State — Behind Closed Doors (EP) 

Well produced ambience with a kick to the head. I’m sad I missed out on 

getting it on cassette, because it would be badass to play in my car.  Okay, 

some bands do a decent job of borrowing elements from 90s rock n roll, 

but especially the track “Disconnected” fucks with my head because I am 

so clearly reminded of that sound in 90s garage rock. I’m just not finding 

any evidence to categorize them as  psychedelic death pop. Sorry. Bum-

mer. This is garage rock to me. Whatever genre, beautiful music. I bought 

it, you should too. — Meggy-Kate 

Lake Wind Music — Lake Wind Music 

One hell of a great album to get for free off their website. Growing up I 

would have to pay considerable dollars for music of this quality, and I 

would be glad to purchase it but alas, click on their website and it is free. 

This acoustic rock is as gentle as a lullaby, soothing, reassuring, healing 

and pure. It isn’t, however, music just for the luxury;  there is exploration  

of human behavior, American history and intuition. Highly recommend-

ed. — Meggy-Kate 
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Ontoño  — Ghosts of Smoke 

A band that takes their time with their art makes for an investment 

when purchasing music. “Lost Affection” is a favourite, as well as 

“Cannibal Jesus” from their album “Ghosts of Smoke”. Their latest is 

“Dark Shores (Requiem for Annabelle)”. Metal bands, take note from 

these guys. Every note is carefully crafted and purposeful. Metal isn't my 

thing much, but these are artists who have excelled at their medium.  

— Meggy-Kate 

https://soundcloud.com/#beechers-fault/sets/misbehavior-ep
http://gatherernj.bandcamp.com/
http://kentstate.bandcamp.com/album/behind-closed-doors
http://www.lakewindmusic.com/
http://otono.bandcamp.com/
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Yours, mine and ours, only the best influences for our readers!   

Vintage and recent premieres.  

        “Sister Act 2: Back in the Habit” (1993) 
 

Written by: Joseph Howard, James Orr, Jim Cruickshank & Judi Ann 
Mason 

Directed by: Bill Duke 
 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=k80E5KTjvmA 
 

Review by: Meggy-Kate Gutermuth 
 
This is a film that has stuck with me as one of my happiest memories 
of the 90s since its release in 1993. Laugh all you want, but you know 
you love its silly pageantry. You know you laughed at Whoopi’s  
unapologetic, go-for-it attitude and the contagious playful spirit of the 
late great Mary Wickes. Something most people of our generation 
aren’t aware of about her is that she starred in a similar-themed 1960s 
film that also blended nuns and ruthless American youth: that film was 
“Where Angels Go, Trouble Follows”.  Watch them both; their similari-
ties will be our little secret. The themes of this film have made a huge 
impact on my life and showed me that I am not only worthy but fully 
capable of following any dream of mine, including my dream to pursue 
music, even if it’s the worst idea for a job opportunity. Pursue your 
dreams anyway. Whoopi Goldberg, Mary Wickes, Maggie Smith and 
Kathy Najimy told you to.  This film was the debut for many notable 
actors and actresses and musicians of today, including Lauryn Hill 
(The Fugees), Jennifer Love Hewitt, and City High’s Ryan Toby.  Yes, 
it is filled with heavy religious themes, but if that’s all you notice, you’re 
missing the point. It is a film about desperate youth and challenging 
powers and authorities that discourage you from following your 
dreams. It is a pure, silly fun portrait of 90s bliss that set the stage for 
talent to come, from the actors and musicians in it to the talent that it 
inspired in the early blissful 90s glory. 

“Angus” (1995) 

 

Written by: Chris Crutcher & Jill Gordon 

Directed by: Patrick Read Johnson 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YVf6y3kdyx0 

Review by: Meggy-Kate Gutermuth 

This is the definitive film for anyone who ever felt out of 

place in a crowd.  If you ever felt like an outsider, or like a 

freak or a weirdo, you MUST take the time to find this film 

(easily located on sites like eBay or Amazon). Why? Because 

this film was written and dedicated to people like you. It’s a 

humble tale of a kid who was always comfortable in himself, 

but  was made to feel like the weirdo around his peers, espe-

cially his arch nemesis, pretty boy Rick Sanford (James Van 

Der Beek). Angus works hard, always tries hard, but never 

wins. He wants the girl, but he’s pressured to think he isn’t  

pretty enough for the pretty girl. So what is he to do? Be-

come like everyone else? He wants to fit in. He wants to be 

liked by the girl, by the guys, be socially acceptable. What 

will he do? Take lessons from his best friend! Thoroughly 

entertaining, funny, sweet, and kicks the ass of every bully 

out there. Not to mention, it has a GREAT 90s alternative 

soundtrack. 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=k80E5KTjvmA
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YVf6y3kdyx0


Mid-90s Mixtape By  Cecilia  
 

Beat Happening – Bad Seeds 
10,000 Maniacs – Trouble Me 

Concrete Blonde – Tomorrow, Wendy 
Green Day – Christie Road 
Edie Brickell – What I Am 

Al Stewart – Year of the Cat 
Eric Clapton – Layla (Unplugged) 

Fleetwood Mac – Blue Letter 
Gin Blossoms – Follow You Down 

XTC – Dear God 
Velocity Girl – Hey You, Get Off My Moon 

Tori Amos – Happy Phantom 
Luscious Jackson – Take A Ride 

Smashing Pumpkins – Quiet 
The Sundays – Love 

Weezer – The Good Life 
Garbage – Stupid Girl 
Dolly Parton—Jolene 
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Reseltess Days By James 

 
Skinny Puppy – Church in Hell 

Ministry – Filth Pig 
Bad Religion – 21st Century Digital Boy 

Danzig – Her Black Wings 
Iron Maiden – Hollowed by Thy Name 

Bad Brains – Cult of Personality 
Lagwagon – Angry Days 
Melvins – Honey Bucket 

Steven Jesse Bernstein – Come Out  
Tonight 

NOFX – Linoleum 
Teen Idols – Peanut Butter Girl 

Mighty Mighty Bosstones – Royal Oil 
Everclear – Santa Monica 

Rock N Roll Queencess by Deborah 

 

The Subways – Rock N Roll Queen 

The Donnas – Rock N Roll Machine 

7 Year Bitch – Kiss My Ass Goodbye 

Distillers – L.A. Girl 

KiTTiE – Die, Die, My Darling 

L7—Shitlist 

Vicky Lovecat - Pimp 

Patti Smith – Gloria 

Hole – Olympia 

The Slits – Typical Girls 

Lily Allen – Not Big 

PJ Harvey – Sheela Na Gig 

Kill Hannah – Big Shot 

The Runaways – Neon Angels On The Road To Ruin 

PJ Harvey – Good Fortune 

Courtney Love – Sunset Strip 

Angelfish – Suffocate Me 

Bjork – Enjoy 

Dum Dum Girls – Season In Hell 

Ingre Lorre – She’s Not Your Friend 

Jack Off Jill – Spit and Rape 

Lush – Ladykillers 

Lydia Lunch – Lady Scarface 

Rilo Kiley – All The Good That Won’t Come Out 

Siouxsie and the Banshees – Drop Dead (Celebration) 

Sonic Youth (Kim Gordon) ft.  Kim Deal – Little Trou-

ble Girl 

Aggie Doone and the Blondelles – Damn Dog (Times 

Square (1980) soundtrack) 

Tegan & Sara – Hell 

Pixies – Gigantic 

Nightwish – Nemo 

M.I.A. - Sunshowers 



NONFiCTiON CONViCTiONS 

REAL stories by REAL people — you!!! This ain’t no tabloid folly! 

Healthcare Unable to Escape Western Hegemony 
By Michiru  

 
We, the victims or otherwise stated, the patients and general population are placed under a micro-
scope, under the assumption that we will fall into a cell belonging to an algebraic matrix. Each indi-

vidual is reduced to either A, B, C or D. 
 

This will be a multiple part series detailing my discovery of the horrors within the current American  
medical establishment. 

 
This is the story of Lucretia, a young scientist in training who was ravaged and raped by the process of  

finding herself. One can find the scars of a sick society in her mind and in her heart. 
It was a sick obsession, and while I’m somewhat relieved to have gotten rid of it…I find myself in a bitter, 

cold coffin. 
 

However, the coffin hasn’t been shut, but I feel paralyzed. I want to move but almost feel like I can’t..? If my 
will brought me here, then why did it abandon me? Why can I not access the part of me that drove me here.. 

 
It’s as if I was running and running and I seem to have fallen of a cliff, but somehow the larger part  

of myself stopped short. And now I’ve opened my eyes, no longer blindly running and look around to see 
darkness, nothingness, utter isolation. 

 
I ask myself and in truth I believe I was raised to run blindly. As a society and culture we are told to keep 

running, to never look ahead and to just do it. Do what though? If everything we have been told as a genera-
tion is a lie, if every layer of deception must be peeled, then how? Why? 

Sitting in this isolated, dark forest of all my fears, I am comforted. I am comforted by the fact that I am no 
longer bound to my sick self, I saw her jump off the cliff. She tried to take my heart and failed. She promised 

never to return. I only wish she would have taken parts of my past. The distorted and disturbed parts of  
myself. 

 
If only I could be reborn, if only in this reality I could have fallen off…[the cliff] it would make my present life 

so much easier. 
 

I drove myself insane trying to achieve a delusion. I wasn’t able to enjoy anything in life because I was al-
ways harvesting a paranoia, a nervousness, a feeling that something isn’t quite right. Little did I know never 
to ignore that feeling. I should have listened and paid attention, but when I tried I didn’t have the strength. 

The strength to stand up for myself, my beliefs, I felt like unless I achieved and overcame this obsession to 
please others; I had shared the same delusion, and for some reason felt like I needed to have the best ac-

cess and power……but what is power in a meaningless and futile cycle? 
 

What is the point in the “power of prescribing” if it is written on dissolving paper? What is the point of a  
physician with a pen? 

 
Nothing. I’d rather be a grim reaper for at least I wouldn’t be lying to the world. I’d be honest about what I do. 

 
Do not be fooled by those who dawn white lab coats. They are true harbingers of death. They may choose 

to provide a slow death, by killing your liver slowly with xenobiotic substances, or a quicker death by  
making your heart race on speed. [Adderall much?] 

(continued…) 



Whichever they choose, they push you so close to death and then wait, fussing over the wires and tubes. 
It’s quite silly and mad in my opinion! It is what it is, and it drove me here. I almost lost everyone, one person 

in particular, my partner in crime. My beloved, darling dark prince. While I am much darker than he is, he 
softened and saved me from a torturous path. But alas, did it take almost losing him for me to shed this ob-
session? I wish I could credit it to him, but no; it took me winning, [passing my first semester against others' 

expectations] and then I could turn my back. 
 

Now that I have no race against myself, how will I face the world? And does that matter? If everything is a 
lie, am I creating the rules as I go along? Do I even need to care? Should I try to be selfish…? Should I even 

bother to characterize my actions? What is the point? Its sad, I am lucky, I found my heart and happiness. 
It’s tragic that my new-found love will be my demise in my parent’s eyes….They are so miserable that they 

will never want to see me happy. They’ve never asked and never will. Its 
unfortunate when we fail to understand that happiness is self-created, and as long as we depend on others, 

we will never find fulfillment. 
 

All I want to do is love, love every creature that I can. Someone who knows existence in the absence of love 
understands all too well what that means. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Check out  Michiru’s blog at  
 

littlesnarkycafe.wordpress.com 

littlesnarkycafe.wordpress.com
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Should We Waste Time Trying to Save TV Shows, Even 

When the Networks DON’T Bother Listening to the Fans  

Anymore? 

By: Shirley A. Burton 

 As I’m writing this article, I’m thinking about the 2011 reboot of the classic 1980s 

cartoon ThunderCats, which many fans thought was doing very well.  Unfortunately, it’s in 

a bit of TV limbo, as Cartoon Network has not given any word as to the fate of the cartoon 

since it last aired over summer 2012.  I’m a moderator at a Facebook group called “Save 

the New ThunderCats.”  This group has 565 members, and although it seems like a lot, it’s 

really a small speck with more than one billion people using the social network website.  I 

know of at least four members in the group with the determination to save the cartoon, 

even when evidence has been presented to show it probably won’t happen. 

 I had found Cartoon Network’s schedule for 2013-2014, and ThunderCats was no-

where to be found in the line-up.  I posted it into the group, and someone had the gall to 

say this: “...hey, don’t try to start because I saw what you post yesterday at 3:11 pm and I 

still can’t believe it and i won’t, nor stook to your level of FALSE hopes as well...” (Sorry, 

but I wanted to get this idiot’s exact words, including his misspelling of “stoop.”) 

 Another person came to my defense and said, “How can you not believe an OFFI-

CIAL press release?”  He had also found something stated by the show’s animation direc-

tor Dan Norton in his Deviant Art page: “Wish we could have made more, but I’m afraid our 

time is done. Again, thanks for watching!!”  We had found two pieces of evidence to show 

there won’t be a future for ThunderCats, but several people kept going into denial over 

that.  Someone else even started a Facebook page for the sole purpose of renewing Thun-

derCats for a second season.  So far, only 30 people have “liked” the page, which will 

probably make those four or so individuals very upset because they assumed the 565 

members would jump right on it. 

 Over the summer of 2012, I was in the fight to save ThunderCats, even coming up 

with a banner to show support.  I even signed a change.org petition started by the girl-

friend of voice actor Matthew Mercer (Tygra in the 2011 update).  Despite all the pleas and 

petitions, nothing came out of it.  I decided to accept it wasn’t coming back and opted to 

move forward with my life.  

(continued…) 



This is just another example of what happens when fans get up in arms over losing any TV show, 

cartoon, live-action, whatever.  When a TV show gets axed, most accept it and move forward with 

life.  There are those, however, who will never accept the cancelation of a show and keep fighting a 

futile battle. 

 Jill Harness at mentalfloss.com states seven cases where fans made enough noise to actual-

ly save different shows: 

 

1.  Star Trek – Before there was even such a thing as e-mail and the Internet, this show was “saved” 

in 1967 by the biggest letter-writing campaign in television history, despite NBC announcing it was-

n’t canceled yet.  Although it officially did get axed a year later, the series gained millions of fans in 

rerun syndication, which ended up creating an animated series in 1973, eleven motion pictures 

(with #12 coming in May), and four very successful spin-off series (The Next Generation, Deep 

Space Nine, Voyager, and Enterprise).  Even after nearly 50 years, Star Trek still has its huge fol-

lowing of Trekkers and Trekkies. 

 

2.  Chuck – This case of nerd turned spy almost got canceled in the second season, but fans started 

a “Have a Heart, Save Chuck” campaign, which included making donations to the American Heart 

Association on NBC’s behalf.  That resulted in $17,000 being raised for charity.  In addition, Subway 

was the big sponsor of the show.  Fans flocked to Subway restaurants and filled out comment 

cards.  This became so big the show’s star Zachary Levi went with a group of fans to a Subway in 

England.  In the end, Chuck ended up lasting five seasons, winning two Emmys and three TV Guide 

awards along the way. 

 

3.  Jericho --  One of the strangest show-saving campaigns ever, this series involving a small town 

trying to survive following a nuclear war supposedly had low ratings.  The fans responded by send-

ing CBS 20 tons of peanuts, which caused the network to review the ratings.  It turned out “the 

show actually had quite a few more viewers than Nielsen reported because the show received so 

much online streaming and was viewed so often on DVRs.”  Jericho did get a second season, but 

declining ratings ultimately led to the cancelation after only six episodes, even after a second 

“nuts” campaign. 

4.  Friday Night Lights – This high-school football drama was on the verge of cancellation during its 

second season until fans literally sent NBC light bulbs and eye drops (from the series motto: “Clear 

eyes, full hearts, can’t lose).  Additional positive publicity was created when a “Save FNL Cam-

paign” raised money to send troops serving overseas 20,000 footballs and Friday Night Lights 

DVDs.  In the end, NBC and DirecTV worked together to allow the show to make it to a full five sea-

sons. 

 

5.  Arrested Development – The show was supposed to have 22 episodes, but low ratings caused 

Fox to cut that to 18, which didn’t sit well with fans.  They sent crates of bananas to the network as 

a tribute to the family’s banana business.  Fox did end up giving the show a short second season, 

and works are under way to have another season and a possible movie. 

 

6.  Roswell – This drama filled with aliens disguised as high school students almost got cut for good 

at the end of its first season, until fans sent Warner Brothers bottles of Tabasco sauce (a fave con-

diment for the alien students).  The spicy campaign allowed the show to stay on another season on 

the WB network before jumping to UPN where it was finally canceled after three seasons. 



7.  Firefly – Fox had little to no faith in this short-lived but highly-loved sci-fi western series, espe-

cially after airing the episodes completely out of order.  The diehard fans (“Browncoats” for the re-

bels against the Alliance in the series) couldn’t save the show, but their demand of getting Fox to 

release the series on DVD paid off so much Universal gave the show a chance to finish with the 

movie Serenity (the actual ship).  Like the series, the movie did much better in DVD sales than in 

theaters.  As long as there are the Browncoats, Firefly won’t be forgotten anytime soon. 

 

 In all these cases, the fans did what they had to do in attempting to save their shows.  Unfor-

tunately, in 2013, most networks are no longer listening to the fans.  No matter how many petitions 

are created or Facebook pages made, networks are after only one thing...money.  If something ap-

pealing to fans isn’t raking in the dough, the network won’t hesitate to cancel it in a hurry. 

  

The perfect examples are also from Cartoon Network: Green Lantern: The Animated Series and 

Young Justice.  Just as fans thought these two shows on the DC Nation block were doing well, 

Warner Brothers (which owns Cartoon Network) decided to pull the plug on both series, replacing 

them this summer with Teen Titans Go! and Beware the Batman!  Despite the angry outcry from 

fans of these series, the network decided the two weren’t helping the bottom line and ended both 

shows. 

 Causing an even angrier outcry is the recent addition of the new LEGO series “Legends of 

Chima.”  Many people who’ve seen the ads are yelling “ThunderCats rip-off,” and rightly so.  The 

main character named Laval comes from the Lion Tribe.  Many look at Laval as a far too close re-

semblance to ThunderCats’ main character Lion-O.  LEGO itself did issue a statement saying the 

resemblance issue was a coincidence, but many people don’t believe this. 

 Incredibly, I heard of a petition to get a second season of the long-canceled Wolverine and 

the X-Men animated series on NickToons.  That show was axed late in 2009, and people are still de-

termined to bring that back after three years of no new episodes?  I see signs of the Don Quixote 

complex here. 

  

I myself have watched more than enough television in my lifetime to understand the TV business.  

Some shows make it for a long time while others are just barely a blip on the radar.  I have watched 

more shows get canceled so fast, most people won’t even know what I’m talking about.  I can name 

at least four shows I really liked but got axed in a hurry: The Nine Lives of Chloe King (just ten epi-

sodes on ABC Family), Awake (13 episodes on NBC), Vytor: The Starfire Champion (only four ani-

mated episodes in 1989), and the recent Do No Harm (only two episodes before NBC called it 

done).  Hell, I could say I’ve been waiting 14 years for the 1999 cartoon The Magician to come 

back, but that’s baloney.  Instead of fighting to save a show, I just accept it’s gone and move 

ahead.  After all, I have a full 2013 ahead of me, and saving TV shows aren’t my top priority.  



Interview with Lydia Night & 

Marlhy Murphy 

Of 

Pretty Little Demons 

Santa Monica,California  

Www.prettylittledemons.com  

 

 

PVzine: I don’t want to come across as judging you by your ages at all, but it is truly remarkable what 

you’ve been able to accomplish and to be so ahead of the game, both of you can hold your own with the best 

of them. Who are Pretty Little Demons and how did this project get started? 

 

L&M: We are Lydia and Marlhy and we met at School of Rock Burbank during a spring break camp.  

 

Marlhy: While I was in Dallas, Lydia contacted me on FB and asked if we could start a band together. When 

i went to LA we ate Cheesecake and watched ―It Might Get Loud‖ together and we had a vision of our Rock 

and Roll Band. We would play until we bled like Jack White for our rock and roll dreams. 

 

PVzine: How do you juggle your musical careers with school and things? Are you home-schooled? 

 

Lydia: I'm not home schooled but spend most of my free time writing music, taking lessons or practicing. 

School always come first. However my school doesn't have much homework so it's not that bad. 

 

Marlhy: I am home schooled which can help because I have full schedule and because I split my time be-

tween L.A. and Dallas. 

 

PVzine: Both of you have previous experience in other bands, correct?  

 

Lydia: Yes. I was in a band but we were moving in different directions. I'm also a member of the Dead 

Man's Bones choir still. 

 

Marlhy: Yes. I'm in two other bands in Dallas, an all girls band called We're Not Dudes and we've opened 

for Polyphonic Spree and Sarah Jaffe. I also sing and play drums in a Led Zeppelin cover band called  

Zeppos. 

 

PVzine: When did both of you learn to play instruments?  

 

Marlhy: I first learned drums at 5 on Rock Band and started lessons at 6. I also play bass, piano and just 

started guitar as well. 

 

 (continued…) 
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Lydia: I got a guitar on my 6th birthday and started lessons the next day. I've been playing bass the two years 

and play piano and ukulele. 

 

PVzine: How often did you have to practice?  

 

Lydia: I got really serious two years ago and have been practicing at least an hour a day on guitar or bass. 

 

Marlhy:  I normally try to practice everyday and how long depends on what I'm working on. 

 

PVzine: What are some of the first songs you learned to play? 

 

Marlhy: My first song was ―Back in Black‖ and the next one was ―Misty Mountain Hop‖. 

 

Lydia: My first song was ―Smoke on the Water‖ and my first bass song was ―I Wanna Be Sedated‖. 

 

PVzine: What was the first song you wrote together?  

 

L&M: We're actually writing the first one from scratch together right now! It's called ―Heartbeat‖ and can't 

wait to play it live. 

 

PVzine: Was it difficult to write and compose your own songs in the beginning?  

 

Lydia: No. 

 

Marlhy: Not Really.  

 

PVzine: Has it progressively become easier? Are the things that make you angry make you want to write the 

most, like on ―Jackie and Jill‖? Is it important to you or just easier to be honest in your music and lyrics? 

 

Lydia: My outlet when I'm angry is definitely writing however it doesn't make it easier. I think it's really  

important to be honest in my songs because I don't like when people write or sing about things that have no 

meaning to them. 

 

Marlhy: I agree with Lydia. In the songs I write it's from my life experience so they're honest. 

 

PVzine: Who are your greatest influences and earliest musical memories?  What did they teach you? 

 

Marlhy: Two Words. John Bonham.  

 

Lydia: I really love Amanda Palmer, The Smiths, Led Zep, Hole, Middle Brother.... I could go on for hours. 

 

Marlhy: Oh, I also like Edward Sharpe and Bloc Party! Make that 6 words.  
 

PVzine: The covers you did of the Ramones’ ―I Don’t Want To Grow Up‖ and Hole’s ―Violet‖ are VERY 

impressive. You’re careful to protect the integrity of the song and yet they both blend perfectly with who you 

are and express your own voice within them. What made you choose these two songs to cover?  Do you 

think it’s important to stay as true to the original as possible?  Or is it more fun to express what the song 

means to you?  

(continued…) 



Lydia: Actually IDWTGU is a Tom Waits song but we pulled ideas from both versions. We both love that 

song and seemed like a perfect fit. I saw a Hole documentary last year that made me a fan. I've actually  

covered 3 Hole songs so far. 

 

Marlhy: I liked IDWTGU but we found a way to make it our own. It depends on the song if we think we 

should make it our own or not. We stayed pretty true to the original on Violet. 

 

PVzine: I love your use of ―Flowers‖ on your first EP and first album. I won’t spoil it for new listeners, but it 

is very cheeky and playful. It also gives an allure to your album, because you have to listen to the whole al-

bum all the way through to get the joke. Whose idea was that?  

 

L&M: We think it's important that a record works from beginning to end and isn't just a single with other 

stuff thrown in. ―Flowers‖ seemed like a great title because of ―Daisy‖ and ―Violet‖ and ―Jackie & Jill‖ of 

course. 

 

PVzine: 2013 is going to be a very exciting year for both of you indeed! Besides the release of your first full 

length album, you’re also performing at SXSW this March! After that, the skies the limit! Have either of you 

ever attended the festival before?  What are you looking forward to the most at SXSW? Do you know when 

and where you’re playing?  

 

L&M: We actually made an EP but can't wait to make a full length record. Neither one of us has been but are 

really excited. Our official showcase is Saturday night at 8p at the Palm Door. We have a couple other shows 

but they haven't given us all the info yet. 

 

PVzine: What I love most about this band is that you’re two fierce girls who are unafraid, daring, playful and 

smart. There aren’t many female musicians really in the mainstream game right now, and it’s comforting to 

know you have that integrity that won’t fall victim to any bully because, frankly, you know better and you’re 

a step ahead of them. This is a great message to young musicians and especially young female musicians 

who may not think themselves capable of taking a chance to pick up an instrument and say what they feel. Is 

that something that is important to you, to project fearlessness, to take chances and show other girls they can 

do this too?  

 

L&M: Thank you! That's so nice of you! We would love it if other girls saw us and decided to pick up an 

instrument!  



Interview with  

Tobbas 

Sweden 

www.tobbas.net 

PVzine: What experiences in your life inspired you to begin expressing your own musical creativity in your 

early years? What inspires you in life to continue making music today? 

 

Tobbas: My interest in music appeared quite late. I was 14 when I played the guitar for the first time. I start-

ed to play, sing and write as soon as I learned my first three chords. On my fifteenth birthday I got my first 

electric guitar. I was a very messy teenager with a lot internal conflicts which probably led me to the creative 

path. One of the biggest sources of inspiration then was Nirvana. I think I saw myself in Kurt Cobain in 

many ways. Later I got more advanced sources of inspiration in bands like Deep Purple and similar bands. 

The band that might have influenced me most ever is Pink Floyd. 

 

My father said to me quite early in my musical career that he had never seen a musician be so uninterested in 

music. He said that all the musicians he knew had always collected records with other bands, knew all the 

guitar players names and learned the chords to play songs of their idols. I was never interested in anything 

like that. I barely listened to music at all, I was completely in my own writing.  

 

What keeps my songwriting alive today is a mixture of impressions from without and from within. I've al-

ways been a brooder and music is my only natural way to vent feelings that I otherwise would not know how 

to handle. I think the music between 2000-2010 was as interesting as watching when a freshly painted wall 

dries. The only real exception in my opinion is probably the phenomenon of "Muse". Now it starts to happen 

a lot especially in electronic music, which is a really fun wave to ride on if you like old rock enthusiast just 

drop some of their old principles. 

 

PVzine: What did you learn from your brief engineering career? Has that changed the way you create your 

music in the studio? 

 

 

(continued…) 
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Tobbas: Even if music actually is a pretty logical and mathematical thing I really try not to think of it like 

that. But of course, as an engineer, you might have a greater understanding of how the laws of physics works. 

In this case the sound, how sound waves behave and how to influence them and manipulate them. It definite-

ly helps in the pursuit of cool effects and creativity when it comes to mixing the songs. I claim that it is good 

to have an understanding of what you do, but not too much. If the creative fields get too theoretical, I think 

the there´s a certain risk that art becomes perfect but not attractive. 

 

PVzine: Tell us about all of the instruments you play. Which do you use the most? Are there any you’re 

learning now or have on your bucket list that you would like to master? 

 

Tobbas: Besides singing, I primarily play the guitar and piano. I am a drummer in "The Mary Cox" too. Oth-

erwise, I play bass, synths and other percussion. I own an electric violin but the project should probably wait 

a while for everyone´s sake. An instrument I would like to master the cello. An incredibly beautiful instru-

ment. 

 

PVzine: In your opinion, how important is it for a musician to play their own instruments? Does it take away 

from their authenticity if they don’t? Does it help to further your career as a music artist? 

 

Tobbas: I think it is up to each one how you want to deliver, but of course it can look ridiculous on a live 

stage if you can´t deliver what you might have claimed to master. I put, however, no values in how to create 

music, I'm more interested in the outcome affects me or not. Mastering the instrument is of course a great ad-

vantage no matter what genre you operate in. I have started working very actively in electronic music and I 

have realized that this genre is incredibly demanding in terms of knowledge and creativity. 

 

PVzine: Where can other bands and future fans go to purchase your EP, ―Lesson 8‖? Is there a full-length 

album in the works anytime soon? 

 

Tobbas: My songwriting is an ongoing process, and right now I'm working as I said very active in electronic 

music, but there is absolutely material in the pipeline that will bloom when it feels right. Naturally the level 

of interest for my record will affect how much effort I will put and in which direction. I have been writing 

rock music in different variations for many years and one thing I learned is not to stand too long and stomp-

ing in the same puddle if the market falters. This does not mean that I will not write music with my very my 

particular sound, but rather where I am commercially going to put my energy. 

 

PVzine: Thank you so much for being a part of the zine! Anything you would like to add? 

 

Tobbas: I have with a close friend of mine formed the duo Navvasta. We work together very active in elec-

tronic music, emd, house and dance. This is a very interesting project because we both have multi-

instrumental background in various rock styles. We will probably release our first material pretty soon so stay 

tuned! This will include an electronic version of the song "Last adventure" from "Lesson 8" but mainly new 

fresh music that will hopefully delight people around the world. 

 

Look for Tobbas and Navvasta to spring and summer! 

 

One more thing. If we want REAL artists and new legendary stars to appear, we must stop supporting musi-

cal slaughter such as "Idol", "Fame factory", "X Factor" and similar gimmicks.  

 

I can not emphasize enough how destructive it is to the real art world and how fatal it will be for music indus-

try. 

 

PVzine: Well fucking said. Thanks man! 



Interview with 

Elissa and Ryan 

Of  

Kodacrome 

 

http://kodacrome.bandcamp.com/ 

PVzine: Introduce us to Kodacrome. How did your band come together? Is ―Perla‖ your first EP? 

   

Elissa: We are Elissa (synth/vocals), Ryan (electronics/production) and Phil (guitar). Ryan and I each re-

leased solo albums on a Belgian label in 2010, and met on a label tour shortly thereafter. He was in Brook-

lyn, and I was in San Francisco at the time, and we decided to relocate to Martha’s Vineyard to hide out, do 

some writing, and make our first collaborative EP, Perla. Phil was a Vineyard native, and joined the project 

during the recording process.  

  

Ryan: Before working on “Perla”, I had produced songs for Zucchini Drive (Belgium) that Elissa sang on, 

and I also mastered her solo LP so we sort of knew what we were getting ourselves into.  

  

Elissa: Yeah, I knew who Ryan was before we actually met. He’s kind of a legend! For many reasons. But 

now I know all his secrets.  

 

PVzine: Usually in rock n roll when bands use electronica in their music they become overpowered by it; 

whereas in your case it’s very pleasurable and not overwhelming. Do you consciously choose to compose 

your music in this way? Do you try to stay away from being labeled techno or is it something you embrace? 

 

Elissa: Many thanks for that comment! We spend countless hours sourcing our electronic sounds. Once our 

tracks are arranged and pre-produced, we will often spend just as many months developing and re-recording 

sounds for the lines as we did writing them. I don’t really think of Kodacrome as a rock band that employs 

electronic elements, but rather as an electronic band that loves guitar texture. It’s been really surprising to 

find what a stigma some electronic music still has with the general public...A lot of people still seem sur-

prised when they see our set and find we’re actually playing instruments! 

  

Ryan: Stylistically, we actually came at it the other way around initially. It started as a more electronic pro-

ject - but I started laying down live drums because the song was asking for it. Ultimately we let the songs 

themselves do what they wanted and we followed. The songs dictated the overall sound, style and genre of 

“Perla”, not the other way around.  

 

PVzine: In your song ―Modern Man‖ you reiterate we should not ―be soft like the modern man‖. How do you 

view people today being soft in our modern era? 

 

 

(continued…) 
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Elissa: I love the fact that lyrics can mean different things to different listeners depending on their experienc-

es, so I definitely don’t feel like the message behind this song needs to be any certain thing. But I actually 

wrote the lyrics to ―Modern Man‖ in jest - as sort of a commentary on my own inability to emote. The truth 

is, I admire people who have the courage to be soft.  

  

Ryan: I always figured that was a metaphor for Elissa. Telling herself not to be soft (vulnerable) and using the 

hands of a modern man (ie someone who trades stocks or writes code but has never changed a flat tire) as a 

metaphor. Am I right E? 

  

Elissa: Yep. I will say, once you start hanging out with guys who can change flat tires, you can never go 

back!  

 

PVzine: I can sense many different influences from your music. Correct me if I’m wrong, Android Lust, per-

haps, with the sultry, longing vocals? Do you cover any of your musical influences at your shows? Who is 

your favourite influence to cover? 

  

Elissa: This is kind of a tangent, but I think it’s funny how many comments we’ve gotten about having sultry 

vocals, because I really don’t see myself as a sultry person. Not that I mind the interpretation! But it’s just so 

funny to me because I’m actually pretty reserved. But I do believe in singing like you talk. There’s nothing 

worse to me than hearing someone forcing their voice to sound like something it’s not built to be. Of course 

you can always practice and improve, but I feel like the basic makeup of your larynx is kind of dialed in, and 

the singers I enjoy listening to the most take what they’ve got, and learn how to use it. So I suppose I see it as 

more of a natural quality than a sultry one.  

  

PVzine: But I digress! As for covers, we’ve toyed around with a few here and there, and oddly the one we 

love to perform the most is ―Frank Sinatra‖ by Cake. Not a band we find to be stylistically influential, but I’m 

a big believer in songs being extractable from style, and that song really pulled something out of us that 

clicked.  

  

Ryan: My personal influences include Thom Yorke, El-P, Phillip Glass, Blonde Redhead etc. I study produc-

tion more than songwriting. Elissa is more of a songwriter so that means she appreciates music in a slightly 

different way than I do. When we covered ―Frank Sinatra,‖ I produced our cover version before ever hearing 

the original. I love working like that.  

 

PVzine: I don’t normally kiss ass so much, nor do I personally opt for electronica rock most of the time, but 

your EP really is like butter! I just love it so much! What is your favourite track? The hardest question to ask 

a band, I know. Or, what is the best received track at your shows? 

  

Elissa: That is so great to hear, thank you so much! I love playing the opening track ―The Bug‖ live. It re-

quires such an in-the-zone delivery, and the slow build in the beginning is one of my favorite ways to start a 

show.  

 

Ryan: At the moment ―Dance Malady is still my favorite track to listen to, but when we were playing these 

songs live a lot I enjoyed playing Digital Bee the most.  ―Modern Man‖ has definitely been the most well re-

ceived track all around. 

 

PVzine: Are you writing music at present for a full album, or are you planning another EP release? What’s in 

the works for Kodacrome in 2013? You’re sending Rodney Bingenheimer a CD, right? If you don’t, I’m 

tempted to! 

 

 (continued…) 



Elissa: Haha, feel free! We have about 12 tracks now we’re refining and toying with. The plan is to release a 

full-length record next. It’s shaping up to be a bit more sparing and dark. We’re using the Tempest a lot as a 

starting point, which has really inspired us to open up our arrangements and let them breathe more, since the 

starting sounds are so crisp and dynamic. 

 

PVzine: What is the most important message you want fans to take away from your music? 

  

Elissa: I would say have some fun, but don’t be afraid to be sincere when it comes to the things that really 

make you feel alive. Ryan and I bond extremely over allowing our true thoughts and characters to manifest 

into our music. I’ve never understood how some bands say, ―you know, I think I’m going to try to make 

more of a punk album this time.‖ Of course styles evolve, but I know that right now in this context, this is the 

only music that Ryan and I could create with sincerity. So I hope that comes across somehow. 

  

Ryan: Honestly I don’t want there to be a singular message to our music.  I hope the message is dependent on 

the experience, and that each listener takes away something different.  Whatever that may be I just hope its 

real and genuine. 

 

PVzine: Thanks so much for being a part of the zine! Anything you would like to add? 

  

Elissa: Thank you for the invitation! Love what you do! 

  

Ryan:  Art is work! Work is not always art. I just made that up.  Peace! 



Interview with  

Emily Bones 

Of 

The Anti-Queens 

 

http://theanti-queens.bandcamp.com/ 

PVzine: "So, I am totally digging your feminist anthems – which seem to be just about every song on your 

bandcamp page. I’m always intrigued about what makes a strong woman. Tell us, from where do you find 

your strength and your voice?" 

 

Emily: I'll be honest with you, our music isn't particularly feminist driven. When it comes to writing music, 

our songs usually stem from situations that we have dealt with in our personal lives. Writing music is our 

way to relieve any stress from our jobs, relationships, financial situations, etc. Being honest in our lyrics 

comes the strength and freedom to be able to sing it in front of anyone willing to listen.  

  

PVzine: A trend that I seem to continually see amongst bands I interview is that female musicians are very 

hard to find. Is that what it’s like in Toronto? Why do you think it is that there are such few women who 

want to pick up a guitar and scream? 

 

Emily: It's actually not hard to find female musicians in Toronto at all!! Perhaps you should move over here 

to see what incredible talent we have to offer ;)  

The one curse/blessing about Toronto is that there are just SO many musicians. It has become quite competi-

tive and fairly difficult to stand out in the music scene. You really need to develop a strong fan base, and 

that is where I can see a problem for just about anyone considering to start playing shows around town. I'm 

certain there are a ton of women (along with men) who are secretly writing wicked tunes in their bedrooms 

but are too intimidated to bring that outside of their comfort zone... Quite literally.  In that case, it's a total 

bummer. Toronto can be a very supportive music scene if you find the right people to partner up with. I also 

think we all just need to give less of a fuck about what people think!! Performing is way more fun than be-

ing too shy or intimidated to do it! 

  

PVzine: What is it from your experiences as female musicians - that makes you angry, that fires you up and 

makes you scream a little louder? Do you face a lot of sexist favoritism for the male bands? Do you come 

from backgrounds where you were minimalized and told not to express yourselves? 

 

Emily: I feel that the older you get and the more comfortable you become with yourself, the more you begin 

to figure out where and who you want to be. Along with that, I have found it easier to not be affected by any 

male favoritism or sexism towards myself or my band. I try to keep a clear conscience on what is blatantly 

unfair, and what I could turn into a fight that doesn't need to be one. I've also found that just being a female 

alone can attract a person into appreciating your music. Whether that is supposed to be a form of pity or not, 

we take it in the most flattered sense. We've had people come up to us after a show implying "Wow! You 

sound really great, for a GIRL band!"... When it comes to ignorance like that, we just roll our eyes, sell them 

our CD (maybe up the price a little?) and then send them on their way.  

(continued…) 
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Like I said before, what gets us angry is mostly just struggles and common occurrences in our everyday 

lives. Of course, going back in time, there were always those people who would try to shut you down for ex-

celling in something you really believe in. I think those types of negative attitudes stem from a lack of self-

esteem and the inability to be brave such as those they belittle. However, when you step back from all of 

that, doing what you love becomes much easier. All three of us come from different backgrounds, but we are 

very fortunate for our families and friends who are beyond supportive. We really have nothing to complain 

about in that category, and that’s what matter the most.  

  

PVzine: What are your concerts like? From your worst show to your best – can you tell us some stories? 

 

Emily: The three of us have been together for over 3 years now, so we do have some stories! The worst 

shows are always the ones where the audience stands 10 feet away from the stage and refuse to get into the 

music, even though you’re working hard on stage to get any reaction whatsoever. Or perhaps the show where 

we had one too many pre-drinks at a friends’ house and messed up our ―Eye Of The Tiger‖ cover 3 times in a 

row, and then just stopped trying to play it all together, haha. 

 

We always love playing outdoor concerts in the summer. There’s something about being hot and sweaty, 

wearing next to no clothing, and everyone is in an awesome mood. That is why we love playing the PRIDE 

Festival in Toronto. In 2011, we played two stages in one day, and we literally had a crowd following us and 

helping to carry our gear over to the next stage. We appreciate that kinda love. We also host an ―end of the 

summer dock party‖ at Lindsay’s cottage every year, where we bust out a ton of covers and rock out by the 

lake all night. Last year, we ran into the lake after our set, fully clothed... Never a dull moment with the Anti-

Queens...  

  

PVzine: What is the mission for the Anti-Queens? What message do you want your listeners to take with 

them from your music? 

  

Emily: Our mission for ourselves is just to play around the world, keep on writing songs, progressively 

change our sound and style so that we won’t always be predictable, keep things fun and interesting. Our mu-

sic and our equipment has always been very raw, simple and pretty bare boned. We like the idea of bringing 

that back into the music scene. So I suppose if we had a message, it would just be to plug your guitar into a 

crappy amp, play out of tune, yell out of key, and just have fun with it. Too many people sweat the small 

stuff in their live performances that they end up looking overly concentrated on stage. We’re more into head-

banging and falling over than playing every note perfectly. I would definitely rather see a band enjoying 

themselves than hear a replica of their album played on stage with zero stage presence.  

  

PVzine: How is the production coming along on your first album? Do you have any dates for when it should 

be released? 

 

 Emily: This is going to be our very first EP, so we are extremely excited to release it! We’ve really taken 

our time with it for many reasons. As we are self-managed and self-funded, the work sometimes becomes a 

little overwhelming, but we are pleased to let you know that the album is now being mastered, and if every-

thing runs smoothly, it should be out by the spring of this year (2013). So far everything sounds killer, and 

we can’t wait for everyone to hear what we’ve been working on! 

  

PVzine: Thank you guys so much for being a part of the zine! Anything you would like to add? 

 

Emily: Thanks for the awesome questions! Aside from the EP, I thought I should let you know that our first 

music video for ―Noushi‖ will be coming out next month (March 14th) so keep your eyes peeled for that! We 

had an insanely helpful and talented crew for that video shoot, and we couldn’t be more grateful. Super 

stoked on it! 



From the Fans to the Bands! 

A monthly centerfold spotlight on the rollers of rock!  

 This month’s spotlight fan, Cyndal Marie! 

Cyndal Marie’s Top 10 Albums 

 

10. Lostprophets— Start Something 

9. Motley Crue - Girls, Girls, Girls 

8.Slayer - Reign in Blood 

7.Testament - Low 

6.PInk Floyd - The Wall tied with 

Dark side of the Moon 

5. Dope - American Apathy  

4. Black Sabbath - Paranoid 

3. Slipknot - Iowa  

2. Metallica - Ride the Lighting 

1. Avenged Sevenfold – Nightmare 

Interview with Cyndal Marie 

PVzine: Tell us a bit about yourself if you'd like - Who is Cyndal Marie, and what inspires you? 

 

Cyndal: Good question... sometimes I’m not sure exactly who she is. But that’s enough to in-

spire me. I look at every day as a chance to get to know yourself and learn who you really are. 

 

PVzine: Did you find rock n roll, or did rock n roll find you? How did it change your life?  

 

Cyndal: I think I found rock. I remember when i was little (and I bow my head in shame as I ad-

mit this) and being a product of the nineties I did go through a phase of being in love with the 

boy band like N*SYNC and the Backstreet Boys (and I think I even had a Christina Aguilera 

CD.... ), but one Christmas I asked for some CDs and among the latest Backstreet Boys and 98 

Degrees albums I asked for the Lost Prophets album.  Not really hard rock, but after I heard a 

few songs I could tell it wasn't what I normally listened to, but I liked this new discovery. Slow-

ly, I began trying to find other music in this new 'harder' sound. I began listening to the classic 

rock and alternative stations. Songs like Led Zeppelin’s “Stairway to Heaven” and Metallica’s 

“For Whom the Bells Tolls” and alternatives like Nirvana and Pearl Jam was what i began turn-

ing to. I liked the darker sound and then I began listening to the lyrics more and realized these 

were things I could relate to. 

 

PVzine: Many people argue that the classic stuff is the only good rock n roll around. What's fun-

ny though, is even in the 1960s and 1970s people still said the same thing. What do you think of 

the state of rock n roll these days? Is it worse, is it better? What are you looking for in bands in 

this generation? Are bands less dangerous than they used to be? 

(continued…) 



PVzine:...Or, are they more subversive today? 

Cyndal: I’m not sure it’s safe to say which generation has the best music. I like some of it. All 

from Black Sabbath, Pink Floyd, and Led Zeppelin, to the punk and glam rock of the 80s - who 

could forget the Misfits or Social Distortion or Motley Crue and Journey? I also love all the 90s 

grunge, but my favorite is heavy metal like Pantera, Slipknot, Iron Maiden, Slayer, Avenged Sev-

enfold... the list goes on and on... Everyone has different tastes and moods, but that’s the beauty 

of it all. My faves may not be your style and vice versa. It doesn't make either really better it’s 

just a diverse and we all are to each his own. When I listen to new music, be it a new and com-

ing band or new tunes from a classic, I want it to be honest songs and real thoughts and emo-

tions and events. Whether it’s all crazy like a three day party or the comedown of when it’s all 

over-- as long as it’s real it’s good. I like a good heavy riff and a good melody... songs that you 

can just jam to, you know? I think it’s hard to say which generation has the best rock, I love it 

all. 

 

PVzine: Who gives the best concert in your opinion? Who do you want to see most in your life-

time? 

 

Cyndal: That’s a tough question. There are so many bands I haven't had the opportunity to see. 

Of what I have been to, my faves have been Motley Crue, Slipknot, Slayer and Papa Roach, but I 

would love to see Korn, Rob Zombie, Megadeth and Alice Cooper. 

 

PVzine: What would your ideal band consist of, if you could create your own? Would you ever 

consider starting your own band? 

 

Cyndal: My perfect band, we live somewhere between Black Sabbath, Pantera, A7X, and Seether 

with a little Pink Floyd trippyness and nirvana grunge... I would love to be in a band! I would be a 

drummer…but I need to learn how to play first. 

 

All photos in this section are by Cyndal Marie 



Musician Classifieds 

Are you looking to start a band? Are you a band in need 

of new musicians? Do you just wanna jam? Your free 

musicians classifieds section starts here!  

(People only please, no musical instruments) 

LOOKING TO START AN ALL GIRL BAND.  

By Meggy-Kate Gutermuth 

MONTGOMERY, ALABAMA USA AREA ONLY 

I want to start a band. My influences are Sonic Youth, Beat Happening, Gun Club, The Runaways, Lydia Lunch, Hole and Garbage. 

 

I am 23/f, and I have/play electric/acoustic guitars. I also sing and write my own lyrics/poetry, and have been writing since I was 10, and 

playing since I was 13. I am the Editor of this Fanzine, Pretty Vacant zine, which I also ran as a teen before a temporary hiatus. 

 

I would like an ALL-FEMALE rock band. I want members who have mojo, who are driven, who aren't ashamed of their imperfections and 

revel in the honesty of being ugly and being real. I want  counterculture unpredictable genius revolutionaries, who aren't afraid of using 

danger as a part of their art. My band will be both musical and visual. I want nerds, I want bitches, I want outcasts. They're hard to find 

around here but I KNOW you're out there. Readers, deviants, people who question leaders, question everything that is thrown to you eve-

ryday in America’s culture of lies. If you have a passion for playing - even if you suck (cause I am still learning) and you just want to jam, and 

you have a passion for creating art, a passion for catharsis, and were ostracized by everyone in school because you were not like them, 

SEND A LETTER. Charisma is so much more importance than how well you play. Skills can come in time, but charisma is something within 

you. If this is you, send. a. letter. PLEASE.  

Contact me at prettyvacantzine@gmail.com with the subject “I want to start a band”. Thank you!!! 

LOOKING FOR A BASS PLAYER AND A KEYBOARD PLAYER By Iosu Vakerizzo 

BOURNEMOUTH, ENGLAND AREA ONLY 

 

Ghost Town would like to add a BASS PLAYER and a KEYBOARD PLAYER to our 

line up.  

If you are interested in giving it a try, message us. 

Contact Ghost Town through their Facebook page HERE.  

 

OR full URL: http://www.facebook.com/pages/Ghost-Town/138457812885360  

mailto:prettyvacantzine@gmail.com?subject=I%20want%20to%20start%20a%20band.
https://www.facebook.com/#!/pages/Ghost-Town/138457812885360?fref=ts


Inspirations and Imaginations 

Essays on those that inspire us to be a bit more daring in our lives 

 In this section I highlight the lives of various people who were not musicians but have lived (or are 

living) by an unspoken punk rock ethos: do you what you want in life for the liberation of yourself and for 

someone else. The late, great Princess Diana of Wales is also a true pioneer in this arena, from her own per-

sonal liberation by separating herself from the monarchy to the tremendous impact she had on the world as 

a humanitarian. Most articles would start by highlighting dozens of details of her life story, and delve into 

her misery, but this article -- like her -- may be a little different. She once wrote to a friend, ―I like to be a free 

spirit. Some don‘t like that, but that‘s the way I am.‖  

Diana seemed to always have a little rebellion in her veins. As a child she would pull many pranks on her 

sisters Jane and Sarah and her younger brother Charles. She was always causing a riot, sometimes even get-

ting her nannies fired. When it came to music she had a special talent for the piano, and she loved ballet and 

all kinds of water sports. There was never a dare too scary for her. Nor was she afraid to stand up for peo-

ple, even at a very young age. Diana was a mere fifteen year old girl when her father re-married without 

foretelling any of his children. Together they boiled in disgust until Diana decided to confront him on be-

half of her siblings. She stood up to him and told them how upset they were, and as the argument escalated, 

she slapped his face when he wasn‘t hearing her. Diana was not a violent person then, nor did she become 

violent, but she always had a strong need to be heard that wasn‘t always fulfilled by those around her.  

As some may or may not know, it was her older sister Jane who first dated the future Prince Charles and 

introduced them. She loved to point out his ―big ears‖. She didn‘t know what Jane saw in him, and could 

The Light and Legacy of Princess Diana 

By Meggy-Kate Gutermuth 



care less really. It wasn‘t until a year later, after Jane and Prince Charles broke up that Diana and he met 

again, and this time he took an interest in her. He was already 31, and pressure to marry was becoming in-

surmountable. Diana was 19, and happily exploring life as a single girl, working as a kindergarten teacher 

and part time as a nanny. He saw in her what was expected in his choice of a suitor, courted her for a short 

time, and by February 24, 1981 they were engaged. Diana later spoke privately about the engagement:  

 

  ―So, he said ‗Will you marry me?‘ And I – and I laughed. I remember thinking you know, this 

  is a joke. So I said  ‗Yeah, okay.‘ And laughed. And he was deadly serious. He said, ―You do 

  realize that one day you will be Queen?‘ And a voice said to me inside, ‗You won‘t be Queen, 

  but you‘ll have a tough role.‘ So I thought to myself, OK…so I said ‗Yes.‘‖ 

 

The day she left her flat was the day she left behind everything, and began the most intense journey of her 

life. She traded her independence and freedom for castle walls and regulations. It was a conscious decision, 

but a decision made because of love— a hope in the adversity of the darkness that surrounded her. The price 

to pay was never predicted to be so traumatizing to a human being. As she tried to fit in, made every effort 

to familiarize herself with the people around her and hold her own, the very people she invested in hurt her 

in one form or another. The worst betrayal was that of her soon-to-be husband, Prince Charles, who made no 

effort to hide to Diana his relationship with Camilla Parker-Bowles, also a blue-blood from another family. 

Diana may have been guilty of trusting too soon, too much and being too giving of herself, but she was not 

dumb. She wanted out. She saw this abuse for what it was and was not phased. Although, after long talks 

with her siblings, she knew even if she did leave there would be no escaping it. ―Your face is already on the 

tea towels, dutch!‖, her sisters told her. Still, she held on to that light inside her. The light ahead promised 

her happiness, promised her recovery from the stress—it promised her a brand new start. She walked up the 

aisle, a ―deathly calm‖, as she herself put it, overwhelmed her. She spotted Camilla in one of the first few 

aisles. It was that pure hope inside of her that washed away all of the anxieties of ever seeing Camilla again 

in her future. It would be that same calm to heal her of the hell this ridiculous cow put her through many 

years later. 

 

Prince Charles took an active interest in humiliating his wife, to keep her in her place, which was never equal 

to his. He didn‘t intend for her to begin inflicting self-harm upon herself, but he also never stopped her from 

doing so either, and encouraged the behavior with greater lengths of abuse and humiliation. She suffered in 

silence throughout the 1980s, but as a public we were never aware of it. The photos were always smiling, the 

waves at the crowds were always eager and the young children handing her flowers were always greeted 

with hugs. Since the engagement she had become increasingly thinner, and the pounds kept falling off after 

the wedding. For most women when they get married, they‘re anxious to diet prior to the big day to look 

their very best on their wedding day—and no one had pressure to look good like Diana (for her time). Alt-

hough, gaining a small amount of weight post-nuptials is typical, because women commonly in our culture 

put their own bodies through hell to be physically fit for that one perfect day. But the weight never came 

back, and if anything, continued to fall off. Few noticed this, but she was, in fact, desperately sick with buili-

ma. This continued during her first pregnancy with her son William. That light she once had inside her was 

dimming, even with the birth of her first child, as she developed post-natal stress disorder. It didn‘t help 

matters that she had no one in her court to stick up for her. Feelings were bottled up inside for safe keeping. 



No one could be trusted. Everybody spied, everybody listened. She was made to feel as if she was the most 

―checked-out‖ of the bunch instead of the most perceptive. Ah, a conscience—not an easy thing to have. For-

tunately, she was able to receive help for her condition, and slowly but surely she began a positive transfor-

mation, and the light that had shrunk so small, was beginning to burn so bright. 

 

A year later she gave birth to Harry. She had her riches in her two boys, who were bright, beautiful and full 

of innocence. The light she sought ever towards had finally manifested itself in the form of her two children, 

who were her solace for every troubled moment. In public she sparkled wherever she went, no matter how 

she was dressed. A remarkable thing about Diana was that the older she got, the more beautiful she became. 

The media adored her—she could not take a bad picture, no matter how hard they tried. Designers fought 

worse than dogs to be able to dress her— she had a body to kill for. The public looked up to her, fascinated 

by the concept of a modern-day Princess in their midst. What must it be like to be a Princess so beautiful? 

She could fool the world with her million-dollar smile, which she flashed with fevered intensity, so as to 

hide the miseries that were never far from the surface. It was getting progressively easier to lead a double 

life; what the world saw, and what she lived with behind castle walls.  

 

As her therapy sessions for her depression continued, she made great strides in getting to know herself and 

rebuild her self confidence. She started to appreciate herself and value herself. The bulimia became less and 

less necessary and habitual, and she finally found her own voice. She knew her purpose in life, finally, and 

saw in front of her the beautiful world she could make for herself if she continued to be brave. She saw her 

prominence as a media figure, and how she could use that for what she really wanted to do in life. Yes, the 

adversity would grow, but so would she, and so would her armor. Through her old ways there was no way 

to be herself, there was only repressing through self abuse. She needed to breathe and to be heard and 

change the world in as many ways as life would grant her possible. She began to take on charities related to 

what she enjoyed—nonprofit arts programs, programs for the homeless, and most famously, she became the 

face in the fight against the ever growing AIDS epidemic. Everything she touched seemed to turn to gold. 

None of this was for show, but she did use the media to draw attention to these issues and raise awareness. 

As Diana said herself many years later during her trip to Angola in January 1997, ―You have to talk to the 

people at the top to help the people at the other end.‖ Through these efforts both privately and publically, 

she was able to rally support from politicians and major funders around the world, which allowed for a 

great deal of AIDS research to begin its journey. As she began to heal from her own eating disorders, she met 

with women in similar situations who she was able to relate to, listen to and understand. It was then she re-

alized the true purpose behind these destructive events in her life: to use her own troubles and recovery to 

help others recover too, and help them see there is a way out, no matter who you are or what situation 

you‘re in. There is always healing. There is always hope. 

 

By the early 1990s Prince Charles and Princess Diana were relatively obviously leaving very separate lives. 

Diana‘s life began to blossom doing work that she loved, heralding many positive causes and working to 

empower them, and in turn empowering herself, and raising her boys, the loves of her life. Charles was all 

but living with Camilla Parker-Bowles, and heralding causes of his own, mostly environmental.  



As her foundation grew strong, her stance grew stronger. In December 1992 it was announced publically 

that she and husband Prince Charles had decided to separate. She was happy to return to living on her own 

and not have to face the emotional turmoil of her husband‘s company. It was a tremendously difficult time 

in many respects — this had never been done before, especially in terms of modern society. Almost simulta-

neously, a book, that Princess Diana later admitted to heralding herself, Andrew Morton‘s biographical 

book, Diana: Her True Story hit book shelves across the world. This book changed the world‘s perception of 

her, because it offered with great detail (details offered by ―close friends‖ of the Princess) an insight into the 

troubles of this sham of a marriage with great sympathy for her adversity. This was new territory for the 

entire royal family, and of course as a rebellious person like Diana was, to break away from the system and 

dare to be an individual to spite them...to have the prestige she had from the public which was so much 

more accessible to the average person, and kinder, she stood in a dangerous position. Anything could‘ve 

happened to her. She could‘ve lost custody of her two boys—her entire reason for living—after all, they 

were more aligned as custody of the Royal family than her—or faced worse consequences. Still, she pushed 

forward, surprising everyone—especially herself. 

 

The divorce finalized in 1996, and though she was free from Charles in many ways, she was still contracted 

to live under the Queen‘s orders. Like some sort of ex-convict she was contractually obligated to inform the 

Queen and the government of her work, and not permitted to live outside the country. She wanted to be 

free, but even divorced, freedom was far from the reality. She was also hounded more than any other media 

figure of her time, becoming the ―most photographed woman in the world‖. Whether she was at the gym, at 

a baseball game with her boys or on a private ship, she could not escape the camera lens. These things be-

came increasingly daunting, but still she pushed forward and remained strong, and made sure, through her 

rebellion, to go places with her celebrity status that no previous royal figure knew they could. 

In January 1997 she visited Angola with the Red Cross to highlight the crisis surrounding landmines. This 

was a problem that caused many innocent victims, many of them women and children of third-world coun-

tries to lose limbs and develop disease that would soon kill them from their injuries. Landmines had been 

buried all over many of these lands during wars decades prior, but the landmines had never been removed, 

and innocent people suffered for it, with little to no reassurance from government officials that this issue 

would ever be dealt with. She narrated a documentary of this visit, which aired on BBC a month later, 

―Diary of a Princess‖.  Her point was to catch the attention of those in power to help the less fortunate by 

showing them the everyday reality the impoverished world has to live with. This isn‘t just lack of clean wa-

ter, these are landmines, blowing people up, blowing children  up—not just physically, but affecting them 

mentally— just think of the fear these people have to live in every day. This is what fueled her. So she ral-

lied by using the media for good to propose an international ban on landmines, so that this would not be a 

forced reality to any future generations. In little to no time at all, most of the world was on her side, and 

countries began to sign a treaty to ban international landmines. This was the power of Diana. 

 

As we all know, her physical life tragically came to an end in August 1997. Her spirit lives on with just as 

much vigor as ever, and continues to inspire people. She inspired me even as a child to  fight for charitable 

good, and I am proud this is an area I am going into in my professional career. She remains a beacon of 

strength for billions, and her light and legacy shine on through her two sons, William and Harry.  



Pretty vacant zine 

Official trading card series  

For a printable sheet of trading 

cards of each band, check out our 

wordpress that you are likely on 

right now—they will be  

individually posted .pdfs , posted 

after every issue. Trading amongst 

your friends, enemies and yo 

damn self!  

Rock on, bitches! 



 

 

 

THAT’S IT, FOLKS! 

Thank you for being a part of this little dream 

of mine, and for all of your support, helping 

this zine become as successful as it has! This 

still only the beginning, and through your 

support, we’re starting a counterculture zine 

revolution! Everyone has the right to be pub-

lished, so if you or someone you know has a 

dream, let’s make it real! 

Keep the music coming, stay at least a little 

daring,  

and question  everything.  

Rock on, bitches!!!!  

Meggy-Kate Gutermuth 

Pretty Vacant zine Editor 


